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Abstract—This paper proposes and studies a technique for
grouping the bits transmitted through a wireless channel into
codewords according to their quality (SNR). It proves that
splitting the bits into multiple codewords of different rates
provides a higher throughput than mixing heterogeneous quality
bits into fixed-rate codewords. The paper first analyzes the pros
and cons of different mappings of bits and codewords to the
available time, frequency, and modulation resources. Then it
describes the proposed scheme for a 16-QAM modulation and
illustrates its benefits through simulations. Finally, it provides a
mathematical proof of its superiority in a binary-input parallel
AWGN channel with finite length error correcting codes (ECC).
The proposed scheme can be applied to any communications
channel using ECC, but it is of particular interest for millimeter-
wave (mmWave) wireless communications, where the channel
quality is closely monitored and high order modulations are
used over wide bandwidths. The simulations suggest that modest
gains in throughput can be obtained with negligible additional
complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Typical wireless systems subdivide their available time and
frequency bands into smaller resource blocks that can be
independently processed at the receiver. Within each of these
resource blocks, the transmitter can compensate for link gain
fluctuations by periodically adjusting the size of the modulation
and the rate of the error correcting codes (ECC), attempting
to ensure a somewhat uniform probability of failure at the
receiver. Several other factors, such as latency, reliability and
decoder complexity are also taken into account but, ultimately,
the overall goal is to maximize throughput, understood as the
number of information bits correctly received per second.

The Shannon coding theorem states that if the blocklength
of the channel code goes to infinity, it is possible for the
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throughput to match the channel capacity. However, [1] has
shown a much tighter upper bound in the finite blocklength
regime by introducing the channel dispersion parameter V .
Specifically, the maximum cardinality M∗(n, ε) of a block-
length n codebook that can be decoded with block error rate
(BLER) at most ε satisfies

logM∗(n, ε) = nC −
√
nV Q−1(ε) +O(log n), (1)

where C and V are the Shannon capacity and the dispersion
of the channel, respectively.

This paper will propose a technique for mapping information
bits into finite length codewords and those codewords into
resource blocks with the goal of maximizing throughput. The
proposed technique can be applied to any communications
channel with heterogeneous bit qualities but, for the sake of
simplicity, we will assume a wireless system using QAM
modulations and an AWGN channel [2]. Our simulations will
employ the binary Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes of
length n = 648 proposed in the 3GPP standard for 802.11n [3].
Binary LDPC codes are the most prevalent ECC in modern
systems and have been included in the mmWave standard [4].

In a binary LDPC decoder, received channel values are
processed to obtain a log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for each
individual bit bi as `i = log pi(0|yi)

pi(1|yi)
, where pi(0|yi) and

pi(1|yi) respectively represent the probability of bi being 0 or
1, given the corresponding received value yi. These LLRs are
then progressively refined by iterative message passing.

Summarizing, this paper explores multiple practical aspects
of modulation and coding that may be relevant in the research,
design, and standardization of mmWave for fifth generation
(5G) and beyond networks. The paper will be organized as
follows. Section II studies different mappings of information
bits to modulation symbols, and codewords to time-frequency
and constellation resources. Simulations show practical benefits
from our proposed bit mapping strategies in a 16-QAM
modulation and suggest that interleaving can actually increase
the decoding failure rate if not designed carefully. Section III
studies the achievable channel coding rate of a parallel AWGN
channel for finite blocklength codes. It provides a mathematical
proof that grouping the bits into codewords with homogeneous
SNR allows for a higher data rate than mixing them into the
same codeword. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. CODEWORD MAPPING AND MODULATION

To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a
commonly agreed standard for the modulation and frame
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Fig. 1. Mapping of bits to 16-QAM constellation symbols.

structure of mmWave communications [5]. Additionally, the
number of codewords transmitted in each frame will depend
on the order of the modulation, code length, etc. Information
bits are encoded and then mapped into modulation symbols to
be transmitted using the time and frequency resource blocks.
Hence, a modulation needs to specify both how to map the
bits into symbols and how to distribute the codewords across
the resource blocks.

A. Mapping bits to modulation symbols

Modulations with multiple bits per symbol can use different
mappings, as shown in Fig. 1 for 16-QAM. Gray mapping offers
the lowest bit error rate (BER) since adjacent constellation
symbols differ in a single bit, but it is not linear. Superposition
mapping can be understood as the algebraic sum of independent
BPSK modulations with different power. The transmitted
symbols can therefore be constructed by scaling and adding
multiple independent streams of binary data, which facilitates
its implementation in multi-user scenarios [6].

Another factor to consider in the mapping of bits to
modulation symbols is that when there are more than two bits
per symbol, not all the bits have the same error probability [2].
Regardless of whether Gray or superposition labeling is used,
the second and fourth bit in Fig. 1 are more prone to error
than the first and third. Furthermore, the marginal distributions
of the noise experienced by each bit are highly correlated.

Ideally, the system should use a non-binary LDPC code
with a decoder capable of accounting for these asymetries and
correlations. Non-binary LDPC codes significantly outperform
their binary counterparts in terms of failure rate, but their
increased decoding complexity is a problem for the high speeds
expected in mmWave communications [7]. Therefore, most
practical systems use binary LDPC codes and operate as if
each bit suffered independent Gaussian noise. The following
subsection will propose a refinement to this approach.

B. Mapping codewords to resource blocks

There are multiple ways in which the LDPC codewords
can be mapped to the resource blocks. As depicted in Fig. 2,
codewords can be assigned different time slots, frequency
subcarriers, or bits in a modulation symbol. Each codeword
mapping approach has its own advantages and drawbacks1:

1In practice, bits from different codewords are often interleaved to break error
bursts. Still, each codeword can either be distributed across many subcarriers
during a short time, or over one subcarrier for a longer period, etc.

Fig. 2. Mapping of codewords to resources.

1) Split across time: Codewords are transmitted sequentially
in time, using all available subcarriers. This mapping minimizes
latency, since codewords can start being decoded as soon as
they are received. Additionally, full-duplex receivers are able to
report decoding failures immediately, allowing the transmitter
to adjust the modulation size or code rate for subsequent
codewords. On the negative side, if the subcarriers use different
modulations or there is frequency selective fading, the reliability
of the bits in a codeword could vary widely. Furthermore, it is
very hard for binary decoders to exploit the correlation in the
noise suffered by the bits in each modulation symbol.

2) Split across frequency: Codewords are assigned to
different subcarriers, using as many time slots as necessary.
Frequency selective fading can be addressed by adjusting the
modulation and coding rate within each codeword, and it is
easy to multiplex users in frequency by assigning them different
subcarriers. Unfortunately, latency and memory requirements
would be worse than in the previous case. The receiver needs to
wait until the first batch of codewords has been received before
starting to decode them all in parallel. The noise correlation
between bits in the same modulation symbol is still hard to
exploit, but there exist multi-edge type decoders that can do it if
the modulation remains constant throughout the codeword [8].

3) Split across modulation: For modulations with more than
one bit per symbol, have each bit correspond to a different
codeword [9]. This mapping increases the number of subcarriers
and/or timeslots required to transmit each codeword, thereby
increasing latency, but it simplifies the exploitation of the
correlation and asymmetries between the different bits in
a symbol. Specifically, when one codeword is successfully
decoded, the known bits can be used to refine the LLRs from the
other bits in the same symbols, helping decode the remaining
codewords. Fig. 3 shows how the distribution of LLR values
for the first bit in a Gray-coded 16-QAM constellation changes
when the second bit is known.

Bits with higher probability of error should be encoded
at a lower rate than those with lower BER. The maximal
coding rate achievable with finite blocklength decreases with
the channel dispersion (variance of the information density) [1].
Grouping the bits into codewords according to their reliability
will create several parallel channels with smaller dispersion
than the original channel, thereby increasing the overall finite
length capacity. We will present a proof of this result in a
relaxed scenario in section III.
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, and exploiting the correlation between codewords.

C. Simulations

The splitting across time or frequency is a relatively standard
concept but, to the extent of our knowledge, the idea of
assigning the bits in a modulation symbol to codewords of
different rates is new. Other attempts have been made at using
bit mapping to improve the overall decoding performance [10],
but they are significantly more complex to implement. One of
the main advantages of our method is that it does not require any
knowledge about the channel or decoder because the asymmetry
in bit qualities is solely due to the QAM constellation. Fig. 4
compares the throughput achieved with a 16-QAM modulation
when all the bits in each symbol are part of the same codeword
(solid curves) with that achieved when they are grouped into
codewords of different rates according to their BER and the
correlation between the codewords can be exploited (dashed
curves). It can be observed that the latter increases the rate for
both Gray and superposition bit mappings.

An interesting observation that arises from Fig. 4 is that
interleaving can be detrimental to the data rate if it is done
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Fig. 5. Mapping codewords to bits in a modulation symbol.

across symbols with different reliability. However, interleaving
is necessary in practice to break error bursts and smooth channel
variations. Rather than avoiding it completely, we propose
having multiple parallel encoder-interleaver chains producing
the different bits in a modulation symbol, as shown in Fig. 5.
Bits prone to higher probability of error would be interleaved
among themselves and encoded with lower rates than those
subject to smaller probabilities of error. Interleaving is done
across codewords of the same rate.

III. CODING RATE OF MIXED SNR CHANNELS

We have not been able to derive a mathematical characteri-
zation for the gain obtained by splitting the bits in a 16-QAM
constellation, mainly because of the difficulty in deriving the
finite blocklength capacity of such a system. However, this
section provides such characterization for a simplified channel.

We consider a binary-input parallel AWGN channel where a
proportion α ∈ [0, 1] of the bits experience SNR of γ1, and the
remaining ᾱ := 1− α experience SNR of γ2. The transmitter
knows which bits will experience a higher or lower SNR, and
can therefore decide to mix them in the same codeword or
group them into codewords with homogeneous SNR. This
assumption arises naturally in a 16-QAM channel where some
bits are known to suffer higher BER than others; here we relax
the model to BPSK and parallel AWGN. We will prove that
grouping the bits into codewords according to their SNR allows
for a higher channel coding rate with finite length codewords.

Theorem 1: When seeking to guarantee BLER ≤ ε with finite
blocklength codes, grouping the bits into SNR-homogeneous
codewords will achieve a higher channel coding rate than
mixing bits of different SNR in the same codeword.

Proof: With bit grouping, we effectively have two inde-
pendent AWGN channels with different SNR. If we have L
codewords of length n bits, αL codewords will experience
SNR γ1, and ᾱL codewords will experience γ2. (L can be
chosen large enough such that these are integers.) According
to Eq. (1), the maximum feasible number of information bits
subject to block error rate below ε can be expressed as

k∗split = αL
(
nC1(γ1)−

√
nV1(γ1)Q−1(ε) + ρn

)
+ ᾱL

(
nC1(γ2)−

√
nV1(γ2)Q−1(ε) + ρn

)
(2)

where C1(γ) = 1
2 log(1 + γ) and V1(γ) = γ(γ+2)

2(γ+1)2 are the
channel capacity and dispersion for an AWGN channel [11];
ρn = O(log n) is the error term.

Without bit grouping, we effectively have an L-parallel
Gaussian channel with mixed SNRs. In each codeword, αn
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Fig. 6. Throughput with and without bit splitting, as a function of α, i.e. the
fraction of bits having γ1. SNRs are fixed at γ1 = 0.8 dB and γ2 = 3.0 dB.

bits experience SNR γ1 and the other ᾱn bits experience γ2.
Theorem 4 in [11] shows the finite blocklength capacity and
dispersion of L-parallel Gaussian channels, and we use that
result to express the maximum feasible number of information
bits with L codewords as

k∗mixed = L
(n
L
CL(γ1, γ2)−

√
n

L
VL(γ1, γ2)Q−1(ε) + ρn

)
= nL (αC1(γ1) + ᾱC1(γ2))

−
√
nL
√
αV1(γ1) + ᾱV1(γ2)Q−1(ε) + Lρn (3)

where CL(γ1, γ2) and VL(γ1, γ2) are the capacity and disper-
sion for the L-parallel AWGN channel comprising αL sub-
channels with SNR γ1 and ᾱL sub-channels with SNR γ2.

If we consider a reasonable practical code length where
the ρn = O(log n) term is negligible, we see that the gain in
coding rate due to bit grouping can be expressed as

∆R =
k∗split − k∗mixed

nL
(4)

=
Q−1(ε)√

n

[√
αV1(γ1) + ᾱV1(γ2)

−
(
α
√
V1(γ1) + ᾱ

√
V1(γ2)

) ]
. (5)

Eq. (5) is always non-negative, since

αV1(γ1) + ᾱV1(γ2)−
(
α
√
V1(γ1) + ᾱ

√
V1(γ2)

)2
= α(1− α)

(√
V1(γ1)−

√
V1(γ2)

)2
≥ 0, (6)

and this completes our proof that ∆R ≥ 0.
We now make a few observations. Equality holds in Eq. (6)

when γ1 = γ2 or α = 0, 1. In other words, splitting the bits
will always achieve a higher information rate than not splitting
them for finite length codes, unless all bits experience the same
SNR. It can also be seen that the rate gain ∆R increases as
α→ 1/2 for fixed SNRs and as the BLER constraint tightens
(ε → 0). However, it decreases with blocklength, since both
rates converge to the Shannon limit when n→∞.

We now support the previous result with numerical sim-
ulations. We consider the 802.11n LDPC codes of length

n = 648 [3] sent over a mixed SNR channel and find the
average throughput, defined as the total number of information
bits in successful frames divided by the total number of bits sent.
The mixed SNR channel has two fixed SNRs of γ1 = 0.8 dB
and γ2 = 3.0 dB. We use L = 12 and simulate the channel
with α = i/12 for i = 0, 1, · · · , 12. Practical LDPC decoders
are often unable to characterize the SNR of each specific bit.
Instead, they observe the variance of the noise across the whole
codeword (or over a training sequence) and use it to estimate
the SNR required to generate the LLRs. When the transmitter
groups the bits into different codewords according to their
anticipated qualities, the receiver may obtain a different noise
variance estimate for each codeword, and such estimate will
be used to compute the LLRs in our simulation.

We simulated 6000 random codewords to find the average
throughput for each scenario, and used the MATLAB communi-
cations toolbox LDPC decoder with maximum of 40 iterations.
The dashed curves in Fig. 6 show the throughput of LDPC
codes with different rates when a fraction α of the bits in the
codeword have SNR 0.8 dB and ᾱ have 3.0 dB. The solid
curve is obtained by sending a fraction α of the codewords
with rate 2/3 over an AWGN channel with 0.8 dB, and the
other ᾱ with rate 5/6 over 3.0 dB. This captures the effective
behavior of splitting and grouping the bits into homogeneous
codewords as described earlier. It can be seen that the bit
splitting technique outperforms all fixed rate codes, regardless
of the proportion of good and bad bits in the codewords.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper studied some of the modulation and coding
trade-offs arising in mmWave systems due to fast channel
variations. It analyzed how the mapping of bits and codewords
to time, frequency, and modulation resources can affect the
average latency and throughput in the network. Then it showed
that the overall data rate can be improved by grouping bits
into codewords according to their reliability and exploiting
correlation between codewords when decoding. Finally, it
proved that such grouping increases the maximum achievable
channel coding rate for finite blocklength codes in a parallel
AWGN channel. The gain was found to be most significant
when the channel experiences high SNR variations. The
proposed techniques are suitable in a wide range of channel
conditions for future mmWave systems.
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